mobility for all
L ev e l : yo un g k i d s

QUIZ
1. Between the gasoline car and the electric car, it’s the

electric car that emits the least CO2 in the atmosphere.
A. True
B. False

2. What’s the name for the energy produced from
the wind?
A. Hydraulic power
B. Solar energy
C. Fossil energy
D. Wind energy

3. The energy produced from the tide’s change
is named tidal energy.
A. True
B. False

4. What shall I do with my old car when I decide

to replace it with a new one?

A. You can let it at the back of the garden, it’s not
bothering anyone.
B. You take it to an approved centre which will carry out
cleanup and recycling.
C. You salvage the parts which can be useful and leave
the rest in the garage.

6. In “pédibus”, “pédi” comes from:
A. Pedestrian (I use my feet)
B. Pedal (I use my bicycle)
C. Pedagogy (I use my brain)

7. Adults have to accompany the pupils on the road
during the walks to ensure their safety.
A. True
B. False

8. How many children can go to school with 3 five

seated cars?

A. 15 children
B. 12 children
C. 8 children

9. The word “eco” in eco-conveyance means

“ecological”.
A. True
B. False

10. Now that you discovered several solutions to

reduce the pollution of your environment, what are you
ready to change in your practices and why?

(several possible answers)

5. Why is it important to walk instead of driving?
(several possible answers)

A. It’s good for the health.
B. I can use my shoes to buy another one!
C. I learn to know the city and to get my bearings.

A. I can try to walk to school with an adult to guide me
and ensure my safety.
B. I can carry on going to school by car even if I leave right
next to the school to get less tired.
C. I can think with my parents about what we can do
to reduce our pollution.
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QUIZ
ANSWERS
1. True. Today, we are at the beginnings and some progresses are still to make to reduce pollution related
to the construction of the electric cars.
2. Answer D. Wind energy. The word éolienne comes from Greek mythology in which the god of the wind
is called Eole! By the way, have you already seen a wind mill? It looks like a big mast with large propellers!

3. True. This kind of energy is named tidal energy because it comes from the water movements created
by the tides!
4. Answer B. You take it to an approved centre which will carry out cleanup and recycling.
5. Answers A and C. It’s good for your health, you are not polluting during your displacements
and you learn to know your environment.

6. Answer A. It’s a word referring to the feet.
7. True. Adults are here to teach to the pupils the safety rules, to show them the right path, be sure
they will arrive on time and to ensure that all the pupils actually go to school.
8. Answer B. Be careful to let a place for the adult who drives!
9. True. “Eco” refers to “ecologica”. Travelling together is a particular attention to the respect
of the environment, because then we use fewer vehicles for our displacements.

10. Answers A and C. All the activities can allow the pupils to engage a real discussion at home
about the environmental preoccupations, starting with walking for the ones who live near school.

